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Tea is a beverage consumed by individuals from a multitude of different cultures. 

It is often taken up with open arms and welcomed as a prominent component of cultures, 

diets, and daily social interactions. The value of tea is based as much on its physical 

properties as on the social meanings individuals have given it. Although people from 

cultures that enjoy tea interact with the beverage in different ways, I argue that tea has 

its own culture. From interviews with four informants, I found three dominant 

components of the tea culture that have swayed them to join: (1) tea can be a medium for 

social gatherings, (2) tea is beneficial to the mind and body, (3) people take the time to 

fully enjoy the experience. This thesis seeks to understand the value tea has for Floridian 

tea enthusiasts, the roots of the tea culture, and what it is about tea that has caused many 

to become “addicted”. 
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Introduction 

Human interaction with food is one of the cultural universals. A majority of the 

world’s population would easily claim food as a vital essential to human life but the 

complexity behind victuals is in our interaction with them. Food is a central component 

that has configured the household; it continuously alters the enactment of gender, family 

and relationships in a community (Counihan 1997, 1). Each food item is a sign that 

speaks of the consumer’s identity and history. Food is one of the strongest markers of 

class and ethnicity (Weismantel 1988, 9). Certain ethnicities are linked to specific foods 

because of their consumption pattern with the item, such as the British and Japanese 

being infamous for their appreciation of tea (Mintz 1997, 357). Roland Barthes would 

also argue that our food choices are not necessarily based out of needs but are a form of 

communication (1997). As a species, we communicate through symbols and all forms of 

behavior, verbal and physical, are entered into through the meaning and value of symbols 

attached to entities like food (Douglas 1966). So we can take the saying literally that “you 

are what you eat”, which Mintz would agree with since “food preferences are close to the 

center of….self-definition” (Mintz 1997). Food not only defines the individual and how 

they behave, it can affect how the body is defined. 

Research has proven that various types of foods contain the elements that assist 

with maintaining bodily functions and growth while cultures continue to hold on to 

values behind food items that go beyond scientifically proven facts. In many instances, 

cultural and scientific definitions of food coincide with one another. An example of how 

scientific and cultural views of food agree with each other is of the fish taboos in the 
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Amazon. This kind of taboo restricts individuals who are ill, injured, pregnant or 

menstruating to consume only herbivores and invertebrate eaters because these species 

are seen as healthier based on their diet (Begossi, Hanazaki, and Ramos 2004, 1339-

1340). To the Amazonians and many other communities food has mystical powers that 

affect the mind and body; two commonly seen categories are pure and taboo. Food good 

for the body is pure because it is free from physical and spiritual toxins while being filled 

with mana, life energy. On the other hand, food that works against the body is taboo; 

these items should either be avoided completely or consumed rarely (Dubisch 1989). This 

and other similar concepts of how the body reacts to food have led to many, written and 

unwritten, ideologies of proper food practice and social movements promoting these 

ideas. Religious doctrines have become intertwined with the practice of food 

consumption, for example American vegetarians at times turn to Eastern religion in 

constructing their lifestyle and dietary choices (Dubisch 1989). Many of these ideologies 

of food emphasize the concept of becoming one’s own ‘doctor’ by eating a ‘proper’ diet. 

In his research, Barthes presented three groups of values behind the psychology of how 

individuals interpret their food choices. The third discourse he discusses, “nutritional 

consciousness”, involves individuals who have become intentionally aware of the 

psychological and physiological consequences of what they consume (Barthes 1997, 24-

25).  An example of medicine through aliment is the study by Arthur Kleinman (cited in 

Anderson 1997) on how members of the Chinese community in Taiwan use food as a 

medical remedy. When a person becomes ill, family members ‘prescribe’ the ill relative a 

change in their diet. 
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A cross-cultural item commonly added to a person’s diet when they become ill is 

tea. Many cultures promote tea as a beverage or as an edible due to its healthy properties. 

The concoction, made from stewing the leaves in hot water then consumed hot or cold, 

has gained popularity for the social value, culture, history, and medicinal properties it 

holds. Tea is a commonly found good in many regions throughout the world that has 

played a dominant role in how societies have shaped themselves. It has become a major 

trading crop with origins in China, though some would argue that it has roots in India. 

Stories and documents of when humans first enjoyed tea were written millennia ago, so it 

is something that we have shared as a species for a very long time. I will go into more 

details about some of the legends and history of tea in the next chapter. Tea, in all its 

shapes and flavors, has travelled from country to country and has become an easily 

available product. What is interesting about this commodity is how certain cultures have 

dedicated much energy in defining how they relate with the product. Tea plays an 

influential role in the culinary experience of individuals from many countries, such as in 

the nations of Japan, China, India, and England. The individuals of these countries have 

taken up tea and made it a vital component of their cultures, with different rituals and 

traditions. This seemingly simple good should be given more credit in how individuals of 

specific cultures interact with others and their surroundings. In China and Japan, tea 

enthusiasts have dedicated a culinary ceremony based around tea, the Tea Ceremony. A 

lot of details go into how the hosts and guests behave with one another, how the tea is 

served and presented, what tools are used, and what other food items are served during 

the ceremony; I will go into more details on the ceremony and how it was founded in the 

next chapter. The full ceremony adds a multiple course meal in several stages and the tea 
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is served in the last stage, this step is as vital as the other steps leading to the finale. In 

England, citizens have agreed on allocating a time frame for people to take tea. During 

this ‘tea time’ at around between 3 and 5 PM, everyone takes a break from their daily 

routine and enjoys a cup of tea with light nourishment. One of the purposes of this 

cultural practice is to have a meal before dinner, which is served around 9 PM. There are 

other ways tea consumption is practiced and these practices have a long history related to 

how these societies have become structured. Our long history and prominent interest in 

this product shows that this popular good is “more than just a cup of tea”; it has a social 

value that goes beyond economics and the product itself.  

 As tea traveled from market to market and became available to the public, 

individuals had the opportunity to get a taste of different countries since some flavors are 

only produced in certain countries. My interest in this topic is to see how the trading and 

globalization process of tea has created the tea scene in the United States, specifically 

amongst South Floridians. Many diasporas from around the world can be found across 

the United States and each has brought its cultures to share with fellow Americans. Not 

all aspects of these incoming cultures have been taken with open arms, but tea seemed to 

be a product whose popularity exponentially grew. Statistics have shown the 

consumption of tea is continually growing. The Duluth News Tribune has published an 

article that tea sales have grown from $1.84 billion in 1990 to $4.9 billion in 2001 

according to the Tea Association of the USA. Many Americans are proud to call 

themselves tea fanatics, sharing their interest with fellow peers whether it is the culture of 

tea or simply the product itself. I will refer to this group of individuals as tea enthusiasts.  
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Based on the findings of ethnographically-grounded research, this thesis will trace 

the history of the tea culture to what it has become today amongst Floridian tea 

enthusiasts and the cultural and social values that have motivated them to become tea 

enthusiasts. In exploring food venues, such as cafés and restaurants, of European and 

Asian backgrounds, I will see how much tea plays a role in the culinary experience of the 

customers and whether they are intentional in making tea a part of the meal, possibly out 

of nutritional consciousness.  Tea is not just a consumable product but something that is 

practiced and dynamic. Enthusiasts have various motives in taking up tea but they all 

have a specific, personal intent for doing so; this research will explore examples of such 

motivations and interests.  

This thesis will begin by discussing the practice of tea in England, Japan, and 

India to show the social value tea has for consumers from these regions. From there I will 

track, through research of the relevant scholarly literature, the history of tea and how it 

traveled from land to land. As it makes it way to the United States, I will present my 

anthropological research of what Floridian tea enthusiasts have to say about how their 

interest in tea has grown. I will present the value tea has for two different café owners, a 

tea store employee, and fellow enthusiast, to see why they sought to share this practice 

with their peers. I will also focus on each of their specific stories of why, and how, they 

have taken up the practice of drinking tea. From this information, I will relate how I was 

able to draw patterns to create a discourse of the modern-day tea culture and what about 

tea makes it more than a common drink. In her research, Mary Douglas argues that meals 

differ from drinks in how they are consumed and with whom. I argue that tea crosses the 

boundaries of drink and meal; it can be either one depending on the circumstances. To 
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enthusiasts, tea implies more than the healthy beverage being consumed; tea is an event 

that they enjoy alone or with peers. Time must be set aside to fully enjoy this event.  

A smooth tasting beverage to a sensitized palate, warm or cold, tea is consumed at 

various instances. A major reason tea has gained its popularity is for its organic, healthy 

properties. The individuals I interviewed were nutritionally conscious with their intent in 

having tea as part of their daily diet. Its healthy properties, promoted by people of 

cultures around the world, have been scientifically proven and various teas have become 

more popular than others due to their specific benefits. Some teas are manufactured with 

supplemented nutrients like antioxidants. Some would argue that the health benefits come 

from the process of consuming the tea instead of the beverage by itself. Whichever of the 

two is valid, many consumers take up tea with the intent of maintaining their physical and 

mental well-being; many have seen results of their tea practice. Tea began dominantly as 

a health remedy to relieve headaches, body aches, upset stomachs and colds. In the next 

chapter, I will present a brief history of tea to show how it has gained influence across the 

world and how it has shifted from a “top of the counter remedy” to a gourmet beverage.  
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Chapter 1 - Cultures of Tea  

History and Legends behind Tea 

 It can be difficult to pinpoint the origin of specific food items, the motivation of 

the individual in spreading the word of something new, and how they came to stumble 

unto this new discovery. For some items like tea, it can seem like something humans 

always have had access to because of how commonly it is consumed across the world. 

The validity of the previous statement is emphasized further knowing that tea holds the 

title of the world’s oldest beverage and is the most frequently consumed in the world, 

second to water (Heiss and Heiss 2010, 3). Tea was predominantly grown in China, made 

from leaves of the Camellia sinensis bush. Now tea is currently grown in forty-one 

countries worldwide (Heiss and Heiss 2010, 2-3). Tea as a general product can be found 

across the world but a particular about tea is that no two batches are ever the same; there 

are even types of teas that can be only grown in certain regions (Heiss and Heiss 2010, 

3). All the brands and flavors of tea currently cultivated can be classified under six 

categories based on how the leaves are processed: green, white, yellow, black, oolong 

and Pu-erh (Heiss and Heiss 2010, 3).  

Though tea is grown in many countries, its origins can still be traced to some 

degree. Despite the common origin, each region has developed its own culture of tea, 

which I will explain in detail later. I want to the reader to differentiate between “cultures 

of tea” and the “tea culture;” the first is of a specific region that has laid out a discourse 

as to how the people interact with tea and the second is the larger “tea culture” that 

consists of enthusiasts of multiple cultures. Not all individuals of the “tea culture” enjoy 
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tea in the same manner but they all follow an ideology of why and how they became 

enthusiasts; I will go into details of four cases of fellow tea enthusiasts in the next 

chapter. Each person I interviewed has their personal take on how they enjoy the product 

but each has revealed ideas that fall into the same discourse. From my findings, I found 

that tea has a culture of its own and is not necessarily derived from a specific ideology of 

a certain culture of tea. Often food items carry the culture of where they originate from as 

they travel with people to different territories, such as plantains in the Caribbean or 

poutine in Quebec, but tea does not fervently hold on to the culture of its origin since so 

many cultures have made tea a part of who they are.  

Alan Macfarlane would argue that the Indian state of Shillong is the first place 

where tea was ‘discovered’ (Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2004, IIX). I would have to 

retort by asking, in which senses it was ‘discovered’. Was it in the same form of a liquid 

in a cup? We know of cultures and communities that have used tea leaves for other 

purposes than as a beverage, such as individuals from Thailand who chew steamed and 

fermented leaves (Collingham 2007, 188). Even when it is considered in the form of a 

beverage, there are stories which explain the origin of tea in China. There is still a debate 

about whether tea drinking originated in India or China (Conroy and Conroy 2007, 9). 

For the purpose of this thesis, I will focus on tea in the form of a beverage and the variety 

of culturally based experiences, flavors, and types of tea.   

Stories and myths explain where tea comes from and how we came to ‘discover’ 

it. Some of these myths reveal characteristics of the beverage that has moved many to 

consume it on a regular, often daily, basis. One of these myths that explains how tea, 

sometimes referred as “Bodhidharma’s eye lids”, came to be is of the story of 
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Bodhidharma (Gach 2009, 416). He is the individual responsible for bringing Buddhism 

from his Indian home to China and Japan. Bodhidharma gave himself the task of 

meditating by- ceaselessly staring at a wall for nine years. During the fifth year, he 

started to become fatigued and eventually dozed off. In his anger at failing the task, he 

cut of his eyelids so that they would never close. He threw them on the ground and where 

the blood splattered, the first tea plant sprouted forth. Using the leaves, he was able to 

cook a concoction that would help him remain awake in his meditations (Arndorfer and 

Hansen 2007, 203). This story explains how tea began to play a fervent role in Chinese 

Buddhism; the caffeine of tea helps individuals to stay awake during lengthy meditations. 

To quote Dr. Daniel White, a professor at the Harriet Wilkes Honors College, tea has a 

psychological effect of relaxed wakefulness. Tea was also used by monks to remedy 

aches in the joints and headaches (Collingham 2007, 190). The symbolism of the story 

could justify Macfarlane’s argument that tea originated in India. Seeing that it was the 

prophet who brought Buddhism from India to China, he could have furthered his spread 

of Buddhism by promoting tea as a component. Another tale that explains the story of tea 

is of the legendary Chinese emperor Shen Nung, which translates to ‘divine farmer’ 

(Arndorfer and Hansen 2006, 201). He is known for his keen interest in hundreds of 

herbs and their properties. He promoted the idea of boiling water before consumption as a 

healthy practice. While he was relaxing in one of his gardens, a leaf fell into his boiling 

water. He was curious about this new concoction so he consumed it and then felt 

energized and refreshed (Conroy and Conroy 2007, 17). This is how the practice of tea 

was born according to this legend. This story goes back five-thousand years, showing that 

we have a long, rich history with this product.  
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The first documentation of tea is found in Chinese written records around 2700 

B.C.E. Word on tea spread throughout the country yet there was no one word used for 

“tea”, making it difficult to properly translate written records (Arndorfer and Hansen 

2007, 201). During this era, tea was a very rare commodity because methods of 

cultivating it successfully were still being developed. Since it was very uncommon, many 

considered it even more valuable than jewels (Arndorfer and Hansen 2007, 202).  Up to 

China’s Sung dynasty (420-479 C.E.), tea was viewed highly as a medical remedy to 

maintain strong vitality, aiding digestion and ridding the body of ailments. The beverage 

tasted bitter, likely due to inefficient processing methods, but during the Chin dynasty 

(557-589 C.E.) people began to experiment by adding salt and spices to give tea some 

flavoring. From here tea moved from medicine to gourmet beverage. As the value and 

popularity of tea increased, it began to be used as a form of currency during the T’ang 

dynasty (620-907 C.E.). The modern day tea culture of individuals coming together and 

drinking tea for social purposes can be traced back to the Song dynasty (960-1279 C.E.). 

Tea began to be equated with art and people as it became a more public practice; instead 

of being consumed solely in private residential settings, teahouses and tea rooms became 

very popular. New methods of processing tea were founded, leading to the blossoming of 

other varieties cultivated during the Ming dynasty (1368-1644 C.E.); it was then that tea 

was introduced to Europe through trade (Arndorfer and Hansen 2007, 202). A prominent 

reason why tea gained great popularity throughout the world is because it is a beverage 

free of bacteria. The frequency of diseases rose as communities became sedentary, 

populations became spatially closer so density-dependent diseases began to rise and 

contaminated water supplies (Macfarlane & Macfarlane 2004, 33). The practice of 
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boiling water before consumption, promoted by Shen Nung, could be derived from the 

need to cleanse the water of any harmful pathogens.  

 As it traversed lands across the world, each region developed its unique practice 

of how to consume tea. A prominent aspect of the “tea culture”, something that most of 

my informants have mentioned, is that tea is consumed as a means of socializing with 

friends, peers, family members and even for business matters. It is frequently not 

consumed on its own, but rather with a light snack or warm meal. If it is consumed with 

no additional food items, more time is dedicated to enjoying the tea itself and the vessel 

that contains it. The proper way of enjoying tea outlined by the Japanese is to pay 

attention to every detail of the tea, from raw material to final product; I will go into more 

details in the next section. Different food items are joined with tea based on the culture of 

the specific region. Food guides will state that you should follow your taste buds to best 

know what food items make a great combination with specific beverages, but the practice 

claimed in this statement will differ with different communities. Differing food 

classifications and sensitized palates will influence how items are combined. For 

example, the Chinese classify their food items based on a hot/cold dichotomy while here 

in the United States we have food groups based on the root chemical compound of each 

food item. For this section, I will give information about three cultures of tea and the way 

tea plays a role in the culinary experience of these regions. This will support my claim of 

this being “more than just a cup of tea” since different societies have put much effort in 

how they interact with tea. I chose these three specific cultures of tea since these are the 

mediums that have assisted my informants in becoming tea enthusiasts. 
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Tea in Japan 

 To the Japanese tea is an art. It is not simply something that one consumes but a 

way of life. Tea is part of the Japanese day to day routine, whether enjoyed after a meal 

or practicing the art of tea. The founder of the formal Japanese art of tea, called chado, is 

the Grand Master Sen No Rikyu; he sought to promote the art into a national art form. 

The art became popular in Japan during the rule of Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1585-1591). 

One of Rikyu’s poems that properly encompasses his philosophy behind the art of chado 

is: 

“Though many people drink tea, 

 if you do not know the Way of Tea,  

tea will drink you up." 
i
     

Chado is an art that requires much training, it is a lifelong commitment. This art 

combines aspects of everyday life with a spiritual and philosophical ethos influenced by 

Buddhism. Aspects of everyday life chado touches on that are influential to the practice 

include: architecture, calligraphy, philosophy, crafts, flower arrangements, and food 

preparation. Chado influences each of these facets as to how they are performed, 

describing every detail from bodily movement to social interaction between guests and 

host (Solala 2010). 

The famous Zen Buddhist priest Rikyu, known by his Buddhist name Ikkkyu, laid 

the spiritual foundation of the formal Japanese tea ceremony. He began his study of tea in 

1538. He was influenced by various teachers of tea and Zen Buddhists which is why he 

combined the art of tea and Buddhism into the formal Japanese tea ceremony practiced to 
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this day. With the assistance of two other grand masters of tea, Murata Shuko and Take 

no Joo, and Shushin, his second wife, he created the three best-known schools of tea: 

Urasenke, Omotesenke and Mushanokōjisenke (Sen 1998). The Morikami museum in 

Florida is based on the Omotesenke school of tea. The furniture and tableware used 

during the ceremony are the prominent difference between the three schools; they use a 

fan shaped table on which the host prepares the tea, made from a green powdered tea 

called matcha. And to clarify, matcha is used by all the schools of tea.  

Visitors to the museum can either experience the last portion of the ceremony 

when the tea is served or the full experience which includes a three course meal and can 

last for hours. The host intricately moves her, or his, body with every action from setting 

the table to serving the tea. All movements are controlled and intentional; to an outsider 

such as me, it is a ballet-like performance. There is a proper form as to how guests and 

host behave and interact with one another. As explained by tea master Mihori, guests 

show their appreciation to the tea and the vessel that holds the tea. When a guest receives 

a cup of tea, they enjoy the art on the cup and hold it firmly with both hands, one to the 

side and one under. Holding it this way shows they have respect for the tea cup in holding 

it securely. The cup is held in a way that the face with the artwork faces the next guest so 

that they may enjoy the art also. When the first guest is done drinking their tea, they ask 

the second guest if they would like tea. Guests and host show their appreciation for all 

details of the ceremony, from the tools being used to the individuals with whom they 

share the moment. 
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Teatime in England 

 Tea was first referred to in European documents in 1588 by Portuguese merchants 

who came upon the drink in their trades in China. The Dutch introduced the practice of 

drinking tea to the rest of the continent during the sixteenth century (Conroy and Conroy 

21). The Dutch East India Company promoted tea as an exotic medicinal beverage to 

make extra money, though during that time it was only affordable to the wealthy. When 

prices of tea lowered and became more available to the common public, merchants 

sought to increase sales by emphasizing the idea that tea was beneficial to the body 

(Arndorfer and Hansen 2007, 207). British colonists brought this habit with them to many 

countries such as New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, India, and their American 

colonies like New Amsterdam, or New York (Conroy and Conroy 22). The British 

received their first teas from the island of Java in 1658 (Conroy and Conroy 2007, 20-

21). The preliminary influence tea has played with them is with commerce as it became a 

prominent import. Compared to other nations in Europe which were fonder of cocoa and 

coffee, tea had a much greater success amongst the British. In 1669, the British East India 

Company brought Chinese tea back to England and imports grew dramatically over the 

next nine years (Conroy and Conroy 21). It became something that they could not do 

without. By the 1800s, the British were drinking up to 5 billion cups of tea a year 

(Arndorfer and Hansen 2007, 205). In 1801, the population reached about 8 million. 

Though the British Empire was suffering economically during those years, the citizens 

still wanted their tea. To continue paying for the imports of tea from China, they offered 

silver. When silver was not enough, they started paying the Chinese in opium. The 

British East India Company sold off its opium crops in Calcutta for silver and stored the 
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silver in Canton to be traded for tea. This business transaction took a downfall when the 

Chinese Emperor demanded that 20,000 chests of opium be burned off (Arndorfer and 

Hansen 2007, 207). To this day, the British continue to drink and enjoy their teas. 

 Throughout the nation, it can easily be seen that the British drink massive 

quantities of tea, usually black according to my informant JackieD. Taking up tea to the 

British implies more than the tea itself; it is an act that can include food items, specific 

tableware and setting. There are two ways to take up tea: low tea or high tea, also called 

afternoon tea. Low tea is the more formal of the two that includes fine china, expensive 

linens, arrangements of flowers, soothing music, and individuals are dressed in fancy 

clothing while holding an air of punctuality. High tea is casual without the fancy frills 

and comes with more filling foods, such as chicken salad or soups, compared to what is 

served during low tea, such as scones and watercress sandwiches. The tea is served with 

slices of lemon, sugar, cream and milk. Afternoon tea, served between 3 and 5 PM, was 

introduced to solve the dilemma of long hours between meal times, from the morning 

breakfast to the 8 PM dinner. The British enjoy their tea enough to consume three to four 

cups a day; at work, home, cafés and during teatime (Arndorfer and Hansen 2007, 252-

253).    

 Similar to the Japanese, tea also has a divine undertone to the English. “Tea leaf 

reading” is a questioned yet popular activity taken up by proper Victorian ladies as a 

social pastime performed after the tea has been served (Conroy and Conroy 2007, 8). 

Tasseomany and Tasseography are the formal names, used interchangeably, for “tea leaf 

reading” and both are defined as “readings” or “divination” through the cup (Conroy and 

Conroy 2007, 10). This activity was brought to England by the Romany, wanderers who 
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can trace their ancestry back to India (Conroy and Conroy 2007, 8). Tasseomancers, the 

prophetic readers of the leaves, make predictions of the future or illuminate aspects of the 

present based on the distribution of the leaves and how they are arranged in a pattern or 

viewing the whole innards of the cup as a Rorschach ink blot and basing predictions 

based on the participant’s emanations (Conroy and Conroy 2007, 10). To start, the 

participants drink their tea without milk since it can obscure the message; they must make 

sure that some of the liquid remains in the bottom of the cup. They then place a saucer on 

top of the cup, flip them both upside down, quickly flip the cup back right side up and 

place it on the saucer. The reader then analyzes the insides of the cup for the information 

that the leaves yield (Conroy and Conroy 2007, 9).  

 

Chai in India 

 For many individuals, including myself, tea would seem to obviously be a major 

part of the Indian culture since it is frequently consumed daily by natives and the country 

which is known as the largest producer of tea (Arndorfer and Hansen 2007, 203-204). 

The truth is that they received their tea culture from the British but not without some 

resistance. Through the sixth and eighth centuries, tea spread throughout the area of 

eastern Asia, including Japan, Tibet, China, Burma, and Thailand, yet India did not fall 

for the appeal of tea, though it was surrounded by newfound tea enthusiasts (Collingham 

2007, 188). Many visitors from Europe remarked that Indians consumed various 

beverages except for tea, such as German Albert Mandelslo who saw people drinking 

kahwa, coffee, in coffee houses. Chaplain Edward Terry remarked that their drink of 

choice was water (Collingham 2007, 188-189). The water used for consumption in India 
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is famous for its purity and flavor since it comes straight from the Himalayans, where 

frozen icecaps melt to form a stream that supplies reservoirs of potable water (Singh and 

Haritshya 2011, 379). With tea, British citizens would remark with their Indian 

counterparts that not many had tea sets and that they would only consume tea as a 

medical remedy. People of many nationalities shifted their view of tea from an herbal 

remedy to a common drink, yet Indians remained firm with their view of tea as a 

medicine (Collingham 2007, 190). This insistence made it difficult for the British 

colonists to consume tea on a regular basis; they always had to import their teas from 

elsewhere because purchasing tea in India was impossible (Collingham 2007, 190). The 

reserves of teas imported from China were only accessible to the wealthy (Arndorfer and 

Hansen 2007, 204). This dilemma changed in 1824 when Robert Bruce noticed plants 

that looked suspiciously like Camellia sinensis, and that natives near the border of Burma 

would chew on the leaves (Collingham 2007, 190). 

 The British government did not pay attention to Bruce’s discovery, so it was not 

until eleven years later that any actions were taken based on this discovery. Lt. Andrew 

Charlton of the Assam Light Infantry convinced authorities in Calcutta to investigate the 

possibility of growing tea in India. In the previous year, the British East India Company 

became concerned that they might lose their monopoly of tea from China so they jumped 

at the opportunity of having a direct source of tea in India (Collingham 2007, 190-191). 

Though tea was beginning to be cultivated throughout the country, not many Indians 

were interested or had access to tea since it was an expensive habit that included costly 

tools, such as teapots, cups and saucers, sugar bowls and milk jugs (Collingham 2007, 

194). In 1901, the Indian Tea Association launched a wide campaign to reach the 
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common Indian population to motivate them to bring tea to their domestic setting; one of 

the methods of this venture was to motivate local grocers to stock their shelves with tea 

(Collingham 2007, 194-195). Another strategy to get Indians to drink tea was to install 

stalls near areas of working labor like factories, coal mines and cotton mills (Collingham 

2007, 195). Tea began to penetrate through all of India, from the small towns and cities to 

the military due to the British fervent campaign efforts (Collingham 2007). 

India was very much under British influence as it grew as a country until its 

independence in 1947. Much of what Indians eat and drink and how is influenced by 

figures of authority under the watch of British royal figures. Though tea was consumed 

by all, from the homeless to royalty of high caste, they still had their own cultural take on 

how to prepare the beverage. For example, some would ignore the guidelines of their 

European instructors and make it with lots of milk and sugar (Collingham 2007, 196). 

Another difference between how they enjoy tea in contrast to their British teachers is that 

natives of north India enjoy their tea with hot, spicy foods like samosas while the British 

prefer enjoying a light, sweet snack.  

Chai is both the word for ‘tea’ in Hindi and the name of the beverage seasoned 

with spices, such as cardamom, cinnamon, ginger, black pepper, anise, and clove 

(Arndorfer and Hansen 2007, 227). The word adds the emphasis of an Indian influence in 

how the tea is prepared. For the next chapter, I will talk about my informants in South 

Florida and how they became involved in the tea culture. The first individual I will 

present is a woman from India who explains how she enjoys her chai.  
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Chapter 2 – Tea Culture 

Tea enthusiast biographical sketch 

Patrina 

Patrina is a chemistry professor who teaches in an undergraduate program. She is 

a woman from northern India who has moved to the U.S. about thirty-five years ago. 

When she first came to the U.S., she said that she never had issues finding bagged tea in 

American stores. Indian stores began selling loose leaf teas a year or so later. A reason 

why I added the detail of her being from northern India is based on some of the 

information she gave during our interview; she explained that individuals from northern 

India drink tea while those of the south lean more towards coffee. On how she first 

became interested in tea, she explained that during her childhood she would have tea as 

soon as she got up in the morning. This practice of consuming tea has somewhat been 

altered as she became a working woman in the ‘modern’ world. A lot of women in India 

go off to work but she explains how, in contrast to some of them, she was able to keep to 

her practice of consuming tea. How this practice changed compared to her younger days 

is that she drinks her first cup of tea after completing her chores, exercises and other 

activities such as prayers. This routine is familiar to other Indian women, for Patrina this 

practice is as much of a personal discipline as it is based on her home culture. The rest of 

her family also enjoy tea as she does; they have a cup of tea before they can start their 

day while she drinks her tea after she finishes her activities.  

The tea Patrina enjoys she purchases mostly from Indian stores. She varies 

between different brands such as Wanbuckery, Tetley and Taj. She adds her own 
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flavoring such as ginger while preparing tea. We spoke a bit about Indian cuisine 

restaurants and she explained that Indians from Saffron, the restaurant I visited, consume 

tea differently; they add different spices to theirs. A reason why I asked about the Indian 

cuisine food scene in South Florida was to understand how much tea plays a role in the 

culture’s culinary experience. She explains that tea is more influential in the social 

interaction between individuals and not necessarily a component of a meal. She remarked 

that individuals of the country can drink between six to eight times per day. Based on the 

previous statement, I had the assumption that tea was a prominent aspect of the Indian 

culture. She stated that India received their tea culture from the British: ‘‘tea is a British 

culture,” she says. From an excerpt in a book called Curry: A tale of cooks and 

conquerors, the author explains that tea was not consumed in India before the British 

colonized the country; actually the Indians resisted drinking tea (Collingham 2007). The 

British altered how Indians eat but their practice of consuming tea differs from the 

Victorian style high tea, which I will explain in detail in the analysis. Patrina expressed 

her interest in consuming tea in a British manner; one of the best teas she had was in 

England. She orders teas from a company called Whittard of Chelsea; their logo is 

‘Purveyor of the finest teas and coffees’. The anthropologist Sidney Mintz explains how 

tea, coffee and other cash crops played prominent roles in the British market, leading to 

how they would claim such a title as purveyor (Mintz 1997).  
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Picture 1: Patrina’s tea pot she purchased while in England 

During our interview, I asked Patrina about her perception of loose leaf tea 

compared to the more commonly available and accessible, in terms of price, bagged teas. 

She gives an empirical analysis of loose leaf tea in how loose leaves have more surface 

contact during their seeping. With loose leaves comes a denser taste; she stated that to get 

the same flavor intensity of one teaspoon of loose leaves, she has to use two bags of tea. 

She prefers loose leaf teas because she would agree that there are more health benefits 

compared to bagged tea. In comparing the two forms of tea to coffee, she claims that tea 

is becoming more popular because of the lower caffeine content. Other venues such as 

Teavana and Starbucks are making tea more available to the public of South Florida. 

With such companies, she did state that some of the teas that they sell are more herbal 

teas.   
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JackieD 

JackieD, a native South Floridian, is an undergraduate student majoring in marine 

biology. He first became interested in tea from trying bagged teas he purchased from 

Publix; from there he sought higher grade and loose leaf teas and became an enthusiast. 

In comparing loose leaf and bagged tea, he stated that bagged teas are made from the 

bottom five percent of the crop. To quote him, he finds it difficult to ‘resort’ to bagged 

tea due to being ‘spoiled by good tea’. His interests lay dominantly in Japanese green 

teas, Matcha being his favorite. A reason why he became transfixed by tea is because he 

views it as an art form. He attended a Japanese tea ceremony and has learned the 

traditional Chinese and Japanese methods of brewing tea. When he drinks a cup of tea, he 

emphasizes the need to invest time to make sure it is done properly. The example he gave 

was that with Matcha; a person can get a different flavor depending on how the tea was 

prepared. He explains that Matcha is his favorite Japanese green tea because, “Once the 

water reaches the right temperature, it is easy to brew from there”. He gave a lot of 

information about how different teas are prepared, the content of each tea in terms of 

health benefits, and aspects of the tea culture which I will explain in the analysis.  

Pursuing his interest in tea, he has dabbled in the British style of drinking it. From 

his experience, black tea commonly served in England is of a ‘lower’ quality due to the 

large amounts consumed. Cream and sugar are added due to the somewhat rough flavor 

of the black tea. He did also explain that cream and other additives might be added to a 

tea if the flavors interact well with each other. An example he mentioned is Lapsang 

Souchong, a Chinese tea; he would add cream to cut down the smoky flavor of this pine-

roasted tea. A reason why I would claim that the tea experience relates to cooking is also 
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because of one of his claims that additives are added to specific teas not necessarily due 

to its ‘low’ quality but because of the way the flavors interact.  

JackieD has been working at the Teavana store for over eight months; working at 

this store has helped further his interest in tea and to share his personal experiences with 

fellow customers. As a company, Teavana promotes the tea lifestyle as a healthier way to 

live. JackieD has also noticed health benefits over time from drinking tea, but he would 

argue that tea is more of a supplement. In discussing the benefits of tea, he contrasted 

loose leaf from bagged teas in how American tea culture focuses too much on bagged tea 

though the full benefits come from the loose kind. He spoke about other types of teas that 

are non-traditional and still part of the tea culture, such as Rooibos from South Africa and 

Maté from South America. He believes that iced teas will be a vital tool in promoting the 

“tea culture” to South Floridians due to the warmer climate. He explained that Teavana 

started a campaign to promote iced teas and he noticed that customers became more 

prevalent. Due to the somewhat complex process in preparing a cup of tea, preparing iced 

tea might encourage South Floridians to see the worth of the work needed. He did 

describe this society as a ‘get up and go’ community and that taking time for tea is an 

activity that might come gradually if individuals knew more of the benefits of tea. A 

statement he made that is worth noting about his interest in tea is that he sees the shape of 

the vessel holding the tea as something that could affect the tea itself. Similar to wine, he 

believes that more research should be done in seeing how the shape of a cup can 

distribute the liquid to different parts of the mouth. 
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Tsuma & Otto 

Tsuma and Otto are a married couple from Japan and they operate a family owned 

Japanese Café that has been opened for over a year. Otto, the husband, is predominantly 

responsible for cooking the food. He gained experience in the Japanese restaurant 

business without having to seek a master’s degree in the field. He wanted to have his own 

business and be different from other Japanese food venues by selling and preparing ‘real’ 

Japanese food, meals commonly eaten in Japan like rice and noodle bowls. He remarked 

that many shopping plazas have a sushi restaurant, although their café is not so much 

sushi oriented; he added that sushi is becoming a popular craze amongst Americans to the 

point that they can purchase it easily at grocery stores like Publix.  

With their interest in tea, Tsuma explained that the Japanese are just ‘‘born into 

[tea]’’. Each household owns a tea set with a variety of teas. Tsuma, the wife, purchases 

‘real’ Japanese green teas from the country and from a Japanese food distributor. She 

added that she drinks a specific tea before a meal and another kind afterwards. The 

Japanese also use specific teas for specific events. For example, the tea used in the 

Japanese tea ceremony is called Matcha. Otto stated that a lot of Japanese women learn 

the ceremony to know how to serve tea and interact with guests and customers. The last 

part of the ceremony, when they serve the tea, is a very tranquil and slow event. A reason 

why tea has become very popular in Japan is because of its physiologically beneficial 

properties. Otto has remarked that individuals living near the Japanese seasonal gardens 

have a higher life expectancy because they drink green tea daily. An aspect of the tea he 

added that I was surprised by is that tea can be used as an anti-mold agent; if you put 

green tea on a napkin and wipe an area it will kill off all of the mold. They have also 
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noted that tea is becoming very popular in the United States. Otto does compare the 

Japanese drinking green tea to the Americans drinking coffee but they both agree that tea 

is becoming more prevalent in stores such as Costco and Teavana. They have also found 

that a lot of their customers purchase tea with their meal. They also sell iced Japanese 

teas which helps to make Floridian customers interested. I asked if they sold some of the 

other Japanese teas mentioned in our interview; Tsuma responded that under their current 

circumstances it is somewhat difficult. It is a future plan she is thinking about and if she 

had the time she would serve them in small portions.  

 

Maria 

 Maria is the co-owner of a shabby chic styled café that has been open for thirteen 

years. A motivating factor behind starting this business is her faith in God; she wanted it 

to be as much of a ministry as it is a business. She and a friend of hers wanted to earn 

funds since they remarked how their husbands were struggling with their jobs. Maria 

explained how the idea of owning a tea house came to her ‘out of the clear blue sky’ and 

called her friend; she told her that someday she will be her partner in a tea house. Two 

and a half months later, the friend called back saying that God kept putting the idea back 

in her heart. Both of them took tea lessons in a tea house in a city south of where they are. 

Within three months, they had two garages filled with furniture such as couches and 

tables. Most of the furniture consists of objects you would find in a domestic setting such 

as soft couches and small round coffee tables. They found a businessman interested in 

their concept and within eight months the café was opened.    
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 The style of the café has evolved somewhat from its beginning; the initial style of 

the tea house was inspired by Victorian styled cafés. Over the years, Maria changed the 

style of the decorations and wall paintings to be more beach-themed similar to the South 

Florida environment. Some of the decorations are related to Christianity such as crosses 

and framed pictures. All in all, she hoped this would be a ‘place where people can just 

come to relax’. They wanted their tea house to be casual and for customers not to feel 

edgy in viewing the setting as ‘Victorian’. The style of menu is still fervently Victorian 

high tea since it has been previously brought to her attention that there are no such local 

venues. When you come in, you will find all kinds of items used to decorate the domestic 

setting: wall frames, cabinets and shelves filled with small statues or picture frames, 

coffee tables, etc. A reason why she emphasized this style of decorations was because her 

mother told her about a restaurant she visited in Arkansas that was filed with beautiful 

things to look at while customers ate.  

 In opening this venue, she hoped women would have a place to sit down, relax, 

de-stress and enjoy a healthy meal. She noticed that American women are always on the 

go and in constant stress. She emphasizes interacting with her customers in a friendly, 

close relation manner. She and her co-workers feel that there are many individuals who 

‘‘have never come anywhere where they feel love or even a hug or a smile’’. She wants 

to make sure that people that come into the café feel loved. Some of her continuous 

customers come in after a having a stressful day, and she has made quite a few friends 

from strangers visiting. She treats her customers, as she says, “with love,” partly due to 

her religion and faith in God. The love he shares with his followers is the same love she 

wanted to share with others. She explained that her friend, the co-owner, had so much 
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love for the Lord and so much to give to people. She did not push her faith on her 

customers but she hoped that as they came in, they could feel the love of God whether 

they knew him or not. The tea is the outlet for this philosophy of love and relaxation she 

brought into her business. She sees that individuals commonly consume high amounts of 

sugary beverages as thirst quenchers that can take a toll on the body if consumed 

constantly. The teas she has chosen for her menu are all ones that she and her co-workers 

have chosen for their taste and health benefits. She mentioned a Chinese tea, Shangri-La, 

which she drinks on a regular basis and has yet to become ill though she’s always on the 

run taking care of customers. With the tea, she did emphasize the difference between 

loose leaf tea and bagged tea. Similar to JackieD, she said that tea bags are made using 

the leftover of the loose leaf products. 

 

Cross Analysis 

A Social Gathering 

 Tea culture encompasses a spectrum of kinds of tea and aspects of the cultures of 

tea. The act of consuming tea is a social activity. It is a medium through which both 

strangers and fellow peers can enjoy each other’s company. Tea becomes the medium 

through which all the individuals involved in the event can enjoy a relaxing moment 

together. New visitors of teahouses have the potential of building new social relations 

from simply enjoying a cup of tea with a fellow individual. Maria can attest to how she 

became close friends with some of her customers, which is why she is an enthusiast in the 

forefront of promoting the culture. When Patrina enters traditional Indian clothing stores, 

the employee will offer her a cup of tea as a medium for social interaction.  
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Tea enthusiasts are forward in enjoying their teas openly to share the practice with 

others and motivate new individuals to become a part of the tea culture. Three of the four 

informants I spoke to have a direct method of spreading the word about tea and sharing it 

with others. Tsuma and Maria are both owners of cafés and tea is an item they promote to 

their customers. Tsuma and her family own a Japanese café that serves customers 

genuine Japanese cuisine, meals that are common to individuals from Japan. Tea is an 

item that they consume on a daily basis. Being born in Japan, she explained that the 

Japanese are “born into tea,” tea is a symbol of their ethnic identity. Drinking tea is a 

cultural practice she and her family continue to follow. I have noticed frequently that tea 

is often served to a group of peers or family members. She brings them a pot of hot tea 

for each individual to serve themselves or each other; it is a moment they all share with 

each other and Tsuma. Customers, guests, workers, and hosts interact with one another 

and there is a building of a bond between them. Tsuma and Otto have noticed that more 

customers are taking up tea. I can say from personal experience in coming to the café 

frequently, I had intentions to socialize with Tsuma and her husband on a friendly basis. I 

cannot fully state if a majority of the customers interact socially with their hosts but the 

small, close knit environment of the café is inviting to creating a close bond between host 

and guest.  

Teahouses and cafés seem to be arranged in a manner that there is no strict 

separation between customers and workers. For example, Maria’s teahouse is shaped 

with an open kitchen in contrast to other food venues where food is prepared in a closed 

off area. She is the owner of a Victorian shabby chic style teahouse. From observing the 

customers who come in, most have come in groups of two or more. Each group held a 
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casual conversation while sharing tea and enjoying a small meal. Through her teahouse, 

she has become close friends with customers that were previously strangers. This was 

intentional in how she became motivated to open the venue. Her religious beliefs 

motivated her to open a place where she can share the love of God with tea being center 

point of the place. In her opinion, many people go through their day without receiving a 

compliment or smile, so she is intentional in being friendly and caring to her customers. 

 With my research, I was interested in finding whether there was a specific entity 

that played the role of tea mediator in presenting tea to South Floridian enthusiasts. I was 

comparing major tea consuming communities: Japan, England and India. This is a 

conclusion I could not come to for one main reason, the borders of what the tea culture 

consists of are fluid. There are teas that would still be considered part of the  tea culture 

that are not in the traditional raw ingredient of leaves; some teas are made from other 

kinds of vegetation such as rooibos made from a red bush in Africa and Mate made from 

the plant in South America. The emphasis of the tea culture is not so much on the product 

but on how it is used. Another reason why I would emphasize the social nature of tea as a 

uniting factor instead of a specific cultural entity is because teas are often given a 

personal touch. Each of my interviewees had different aspects or interests in how they 

consumed their tea. Patrina would add ginger to hers, JackieD has dabbled in both 

Japanese and British teas, Maria uses the tea as an outlet behind the motivation of her 

café, and Tsuma has a variety of teas she enjoys from Japan. JackieD mentioned that he 

preferred the Japanese teas but his interest extends to other teas from different regions. 

As an employee of Teavana, JackieD has had many opportunities of sharing his love and 
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experience of tea. Each felt comfortable and passionate in sharing this activity with the 

people they come in contact with. 

 

A time and place for tea 

Whether enjoyed with others or alone, drinking tea to the extent of an enthusiast 

is performed in a certain area during a certain time. Enjoying tea alone is an intentional 

self-disciplined, meditative act such as explained by Patrina. After she completes all her 

chores and exercises, she concludes her activities by enjoying a cup of tea. Often tea is 

the concluding note for social gatherings such as Indian weddings or the traditional 

Japanese tea ceremony. The tea comes last to help bring these events to a closing note.   

Tea enthusiasts would argue that there is a place and time for tea. The beverage is 

not necessarily something that can be prepared and transported easily. JackieD 

emphasizes how traditional methods of brewing tea need the water to boil at the right 

temperature and for the leaves to seep for the right amount of time depending on the type 

of tea. He stated that he can take the time for tea if his personal schedule does not 

conflict; he sees himself as a practical individual and prepares tea according to the 

traditional techniques he learned when ‘‘[he] can get to it’’. Though there are tumblers 

with built-in filters that people can move on the go as the tea brews, the enthusiasts I 

interviewed seem to favor using the traditional teapots since using traditional tools is part 

of the tea experience.  

Tsuma explained how the full Japanese tea experience involves taking time for 

different types of teas based on certain events or circumstances. She drinks Gen Mai Cha 

before a meal and a green tea after the meal. Part of the full Japanese experience involves 
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observing every step of making tea: (1) look, appreciate and evaluate the color of the 

leaves; (2) touch and feel the leaves for the texture and rigor; (3) listen to the sound of the 

simmering leaves; (4) inhale the aroma given off by the tea; (5) savor the tea (Heiss and 

Heiss 2010, 31). There are other guidelines for how to appreciate tea from different 

regions of Asia. An example of a tea dedicated to a specific occasion is Matcha; it is a 

green powder used for the Japanese tea ceremony. This event is a social gathering where 

hosts and guests spend up to 4 hours together. It is a culinary ritual separated into several 

steps and the last is when the tea is served (Arndorfer and Hansen 2007, 254-255). Sen 

No Rikyu founded the three schools of teas, each with their own style of décor and 

movement. Hosts move in a graceful and controlled manner for all of their actions, from 

setting up their tools to serving the tea. Tea enthusiasts all behave in a specific manner 

when interacting with tea; it is an intentional performance whether as elaborate as the 

Japanese tea ceremony or second nature like British tea time. 

In England, the majority of the country sets aside time around 3 P.M. for tea time. 

Those involved put aside their other activities and enjoy a cup of tea with a light snack. 

This respite helps to quell hunger until dinner near 9 PM. Both the Japanese and British 

intentionally set time aside to consume tea and interact with fellow peers. In India, people 

received their tea culture from the British and made it their own. They have changed 

some of the food items that come with their ‘tea time’; for example they enjoy hot foods 

with hot tea while the British would enjoy a light sweet snack such as cookies or scones. 

When Patrina visits relatives in India, she says that with each household she visits she is 

offered a cup of tea. Tea is an activity that preferably should not be rushed, but rather 

enjoyed at a slow pace. Maria spoke about how she feels saddened when fellow 
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customers come into her café and do not take the time to enjoy high tea. “It is a drink 

worth savoring, a drink worth taking a pause to enjoy” (Conroy and Conroy 2007, 21). 

The social nature of tea comes from the intent of the consumers to set a time frame to 

focus on the activity; all other matters unrelated to the “teatime” are set aside. 

 

Benefits of Tea 

 Another factor of the tea culture that I found each of my interviewees mentioned 

is how tea is psychologically and physiologically beneficial. All of them can testify to 

how tea has helped them maintain their health. Otto would argue that there is a property 

in tea that can help to eliminate mold and can be used as a cleaning agent. He also 

attested to how individuals living near the seasonal tea gardens have a higher life 

expectancy since they drink green tea on a regular basis. There could be other foods and 

items that lead to these individuals to live longer but tea is still a part of this equation. 

JackieD would argue that tea is more of a supplement but with each kind come different 

health benefits. How the raw leaf good is processed and oxidized changes its chemical 

content. Going from black tea to white tea removes the caffeine content but the white tea 

has higher amounts of antioxidants.  

One the next two pages is a list of the types of tea, their color, and health benefits; 

some of the health benefits were mentioned by Maria, JackieD, and Otto:  
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Table I: Types of Teas and Their Benefits 

Green: 

Benefits:  

- Maintain blood sugar 

- Antioxidants                                     

  

Black: 

Benefits: 

- Heart health 

 

  

Oolong: 

Benefits:  

- Assist with digestion 

  

Yellow: 

Benefits: 

- Antioxidants 
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White 

Benefits: 

- Highest concentration of antioxidants 

compared to other teas 

  

Pu-erh 

Benefits: 

- Antiobesity effects 

 

 

 
  

Rooibos (tisane): 

Benefits: 

- Antioxidants 

- High in vitamins 

- No tannic acid so easy on the stomach 

  
 

 

 

 

**To note, rooibos is not a tea type of its own, 

it is an herbal tea that one of my informants has 

mentioned in our interview. Maria focused on 

its health benefits so I thought I would add it to 

the list.  
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JackieD and Maria would agree that there is a psychosomatic effect with drinking 

tea in feeling healthier. They both have remarked that tea has helped them maintain their 

health. Maria continues to drink a Shangri-La tea for the past five years and has not fallen 

ill though she may have a somewhat stressful lifestyle managing her tea house. I would 

argue that all my informants are nutritionally conscious in adding tea to their regular diet. 

Nutritional consciousness, theorized by Roland Barthes, is a phenomenon where 

individuals become aware of the psychological and physiological consequences of what 

they consume. To emphasize the nutritional consciousness of tea enthusiasts, they fully 

understand the difference between loose leaf tea and bagged tea. My informants have all 

agreed that the psychological benefits are reaped from the loose leaf type since it has 

more phenolics. This substance is known for its powerful antiseptic and antibacterial 

effects (Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2004, xi). The Japanese who grow and live near tea 

gardens known of this fact. Otto has remarked that those living in areas near the tea 

gardens have a higher life expectancy. 

 Another prominent effect of drinking tea on a regular basis is the psychosomatic 

effect of feeling relaxed, which is why tea enthusiasts consume tea after a prolonged 

activity. Patrina drinks her tea after she has completed all her chores and activities. Maria 

has noticed that many American women are frequently under stress, and she hopes that 

her teahouse can be a venue for women and men to come relax with a soothing cup of 

tea, hot or cold. Tsuma and Otto have experienced the relaxing effects of tea as one of the 

reasons why they enjoy tea. Maria explained that after she completes her chores and 

exercises, she enjoys a cup of warm tea to help put an end note to her routine and help her 
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relax. All my informants enjoy tea because it is a beverage that helps to uphold their 

minds and bodies. 

 

Cooking culture 

 The dominant aspect as to why tea has gained credit as a healthy beverage is the 

way in which it is made, or “cooked”. Boiling water before drinking continues to be a 

healthy practice that tea helped to promote. When human beings began living in settled 

territories, bacteria cultures grew rapidly due to poor sanitary conditions. Prominent 

figures, such as Emperor Shen Nung, advocated the idea of drinking boiled water as 

beneficial to the body. As previously mentioned, legends give him the credit for 

discovering tea. This thesis lays out different methods and philosophies as to how tea can 

be properly enjoyed, but all have cooking as a common component. Cooking is 

extensively linked to culture; it is a method that ensures the production and reproduction 

of ideas in a social group (Weismantel 1988, 7). Individuals of the same culture can be 

connected psychologically beyond geographical borders by what and how they cook 

because this is a practice with which they all have roots. A simple example I can give is 

of the wooden mortar and pestle my family continues to use. It brings back memories of 

the country we come from, Haiti, and the cooking methods that have been passed down 

to them by the previous generation. 

 Cooking involves taking raw ingredients and transforming them into a new 

product, or symbol (Weismental 1988). Leaves of the Camellia sinensis have been 

processed using different methods to create the six types of teas known but this raw 

product does not become “tea” until after it has been steeped in boiled water. Cooking 
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guidelines for teas give certain varieties preferred steeping times and water temperature. 

Adjusting the little details can give different tasting cups of tea and at worst ignoring the 

tea fully can make it bitter. This is a reason why tea enthusiasts take time for tea, to make 

sure that the tea comes out to their liking and because it is a performance they take to 

heart, and a culture of which they enjoy being a part. To review, the tea culture involves 

three components: taking time to enjoy the ritual, enjoying the ritual as a social activity, 

and motivation to take up tea because of its psychological and physiological benefits. 
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Conclusion  

The Tea Culture 

What is considered tea encompasses a wide variety of related beverages that all 

are considered part of the tea culture. As previously mentioned, traditional teas are made 

from the Camellia sinensis and the different varieties are made using different processing 

methods. Other ‘teas’, called tisanes, are made from different herbs, spices, fruits and 

flowers such as apple spice, oranges, jasmine, cinnamon or dandelion roots. For them to 

be considered tea, all ingredients are combined, steeped in hot water, and cooked until the 

right flavoring comes through the liquid. It is a process in which enthusiasts pay attention 

to every step, for some it goes as far as examining every detail from raw ingredients to 

the characteristics of the final product.  

 The tea culture is based on social gatherings centered around the beverage that 

many have become motivated to continually perform on a regular basis; tea consumption 

continues to grow exponentially in popularity. Newcomers are quickly hooked and begin 

to understand why tea has become the second most frequently consumed beverage in the 

world (Heiss and Heiss 2010, 3). For enthusiasts, tea is a process that involves specific 

actions performed during a specific time using specific tools. To enjoy tea is to 

intentionally set time to focus on the activity, whether with others or alone. An enthusiast 

enjoying tea by themselves might take it as an act of meditation by adding aspects of their 

personal religious belief. When enjoyed in the company of peers, tea is shared during 

special events, minor or major. Such events can be post-celebrations of a marriage 

ceremony, the end or start of a meal, an intellectual discussion, or collective meditation 
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session. All these events imply putting time aside to focus on the activity, since brewing 

the tea is a process that takes time. Attention must be paid to each step so not to ruin the 

tea, to make sure the leaves are given enough time to steep to get the close to perfect 

flavor. 

 

More than just a cup of tea  

 From what I have described about tea and its culture, one can raise the question 

“what exactly is tea?” Is it a drink or a meal? Anthropologist Mary Douglas has written 

an article deciphering the components of a meal. Based on her research, she separates 

having a meal from having a drink. The meal has the higher rank of the two since it 

entails a more complex process. A meal is a patterned activity based on the linguistic 

codes that are specific to what items can be consumed for which occasions (Douglas 

1972, 62-63). Meals are meant for family, close friends and honored guests while drinks 

are shared with strangers, acquaintances, coworkers but also family (Douglas 1972, 66). 

There is a social boundary as to which of these activities are shared depending on the 

social relation of the individuals involved. So which of the two would tea fall under? I 

would argue both. From what I have gathered about the tea culture, the relation between 

those who enjoy tea is not based on how they are connected but more on the fact that they 

all enjoy tea. For example, the Japanese tea ceremony is often performed with guests who 

are kin to the hosts while individuals might enter a teahouse or café as strangers to the 

host. Both scenarios show different sets of individuals but neither should be regarded as 

more important than the other when it comes to the tea culture since both instances 

involve the sharing of tea as a group.   
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 As a drink, tea is a beverage that has gained great renown throughout the world. It 

began as a medical remedy to assist with physiological ailments, from aches in joints to 

stomach problems. As society continued to experiment with this drink, it gained variety 

in flavor. All teas originate from the leaves of the Camellia sinensis and the six kinds are 

made using different processing methods. Different societies continued experimenting 

with the drink by adding different ingredients, such as sugar, milk, honey or ginger. It is a 

beverage that can satisfy any palate with the right individualized touch, though there are 

some general guidelines and suggestions as to which additives combine better with 

specific teas. An example JackieD shared is how Lapsang Souchong goes great with milk 

because of the strong smoky flavor of the tea. There are some teas that are good without 

any additional flavoring. To help spread the popularity of tea amongst South Floridians, 

iced teas are beginning to play a dominant role. When you visit café, restaurants and 

teahouses, you can ask to have any tea flavor that they serve iced. I asked an employee at 

a coffee house if I could get my hot tea served iced; he noted that it might take a few 

more minutes but it was worth the wait to have a flavorful beverage to quench my thirst 

due to the warm climate. JackieD did agree that iced tea will really assist in spreading the 

tea culture amongst Floridians. 

As a meal, tea is a performance between guests, hosts, food items and the tea. It is 

a shared social gathering, whether the participants are strangers or of the same kin. How 

tea is performed is culturally specific. In the Japanese tea ceremony, all body motions are 

intentional. The people performing the ceremony have embodied spiritual tenets of 

Buddhism so that tea becomes more than a meal but a way of life also. The British have 

adopted tea as a part of their daily routine, afternoon tea. Including this meal in their 
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routine helped to solve the issue of the time gap between the early breakfast and late 

dinner. Between 3 to 5 PM, the majority of the country halts their activities and enjoys a 

luncheon with tea being served (Arndorfer and Hansen 2007, 252-253). Foods that are 

included are soups, salads, light sandwiches and small desserts. British colonists have 

passed down their tea culture to the Indian population though Indians have made it their 

own in some aspects. In contrast to the British who eat cold foods with the hot tea, 

Indians are likely to have hot samosas with their hot tea. The people of the country are 

very fond of and known for their love of spices, which they add to their tea, spices like 

cinnamon or ginger. 

 The overall description of tea I can give is that tea is a discourse of ideas, 

philosophies and tangible entities. Each of the three concepts of the “tea culture” I 

mentioned are fluid in that they do not have to strictly follow in one specific direction. 

Enthusiasts are free to pick and choose as they please to best meet their personal needs. 

Tea is a world that many people are joining because of the benefits it has to offer, from a 

health supplement to a vehicle of closure. There are many books that fully describe what 

tea is but with this research I sought to understand why this beverage is “more than just a 

cup of tea”, i.e., the meanings and value it has for enthusiasts. Each of the four 

informants I interviewed could go on for hours about tea, but I can conclude that it is 

something that they hold close to their hearts, minds, and souls. Tea is a beverage shared 

with others; time is given to fully enjoy the event and it is a beverage that is beneficial to 

the body. 
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i
 See p. 66 of “Cha Dao: The Way of Tea, Tea As a Way of Life” by Solala Towler for an in-depth analysis of 
the meaning behind the poem 


